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Targus THD501GLZ tablet case 25.6 cm (10.1") Flip case Black

Brand : Targus Product code: THD501GLZ

Product name : THD501GLZ

10.1", Flip case, TPU, Black, Galaxy Tab Active Pro

Targus THD501GLZ tablet case 25.6 cm (10.1") Flip case Black:

Keep your Tab Active Pro protected with the Field-Ready Tablet Case for Samsung Galaxy Tab Active
Pro. With its two-piece over-moulded shell and shock-absorbent TPU edges, the case meets the rigorous
MIL-STD-810G* standards that protect from harsh sudden drops and accidental slips.

Integrated features like a detachable hand strap, slide-in storage for a stylus, and asset tag window
deliver convenience and practicality for added productivity. Designed to work with the Targus Tablet
Cradle (AWU202GLZ, sold separately), the tablet case seamlessly slides into the cradle to transform your
tablet into a desktop experience for increased productivity.
Targus THD501GLZ. Case type: Flip case, Brand compatibility: Samsung, Compatibility: Galaxy Tab
Active Pro, Maximum screen size: 25.6 cm (10.1")

Features

Compatibility Galaxy Tab Active Pro
Maximum screen size * 25.6 cm (10.1")
Case type * Flip case
Material * Thermoplastic polyurethane (TPU)
Product main colour * Black
Brand compatibility * Samsung

Features

Built-in speaker(s) *
Stand mode *
Pen loop

Battery

Built-in battery *

Logistics data

Harmonized System (HS) code 84733080
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